
Combines the power of oxygen – in the 
form of stabilized chlorine dioxide – 

with a binding deodorizer to create a 
fast acting, environmentally-friendly, 

effective broad-spectrum odor and 
stain eliminator.
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What it does…
•  Eliminates odors
•  Eliminates stains  - even stubborn older stains
•  Treats and removes potentially harmful contaminates
•  Restores full use and enjoyment of carpet and other floors
•  Stops or contains structural damage

 How ODORSLAYER works
•  ODORSLAYER can be used with a sub-surface extraction or spotting tool 
to speed up your effectiveness at treating severe urine contamination.  
•   ODORSLAYER is cost effective too. It can be mixed from 1 part chemical 
to 5 parts water for use across wide areas. For severe contamination, it 
can be used straight.
•  ODORSLAYER is safer to use too – requiring no personal protective 
equipment (PPE) when applying. ODORSLAYER’s non-corrosive and 
non-irritating formula is gentle on the skin.

 What else can ODORSLAYER do for you?
•    ODORSLAYER contains an industry favorite pleasant lemon fragrance 
to leave the treated environment with a refreshed, deodorized smell. It 
can be used to effectively treat odors on any water safe surface (always 
pretest for colorfastness on carpet, rugs, or any textile) including carpet, 
draperies, upholstery, hard surfaces and floors, pet beds, mattresses, 
and more. It does a fabulous job of treating general odors in carpeting 
to help freshen up a total room. 
•     ODORSLAYER also works effectively on urine and feces from humans 
and exotic pets (ferrets, rodents, reptiles, and more)
•   You can also use it to safely clean and deodorize pet hair smells, 
yoga and gym mats, and mold and mildew odors. It works fabulously at 
eliminating the stains and odor caused by pet or human vomit, as well 
as discoloration caused by many other organic stains. 

Part #  800-550

RTU pH 6.5-7.5

Deodorizer for Carpet, 
Upholstery and 
Hard Surfaces

ODORSLAYER is a completely 
new technology in the 

elimination of malodors and 
stains caused by pet, animal, 
and human urine and feces.

Odor

SLAYER
All-in-One Pet Urine Odor and Stain Eliminator

Cost effective – use from 1:5 to straight depending upon level of contamination
Available in quart cases (12 x 1), gallons, gallon cases (4 x 1), and 5-gallon drums
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“I’m super impressed with 
ODORSLAYER. I used it on a dog 
rescue business. The odor was so 
bad the owners could not stand 
to be on the house. [This] stuff is 
incredible and will be my go-to 
for urine work moving forward.”

  -Damon R

“This product was amazing for nasty pet damaged stains and smells”

“ODORSLAYER is leading to awesome success at eliminating pet 
stains and odors and creating thrilled customers” 

  -Jason G

  -Shawn B

“ODORSLAYER is awesome stuff”
  -John B

How Does ODORSLAYER Compare to the Product You Use Now?
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Available in quart cases (12 x 1), gallons, gallon cases (4 x 1), and 5-gallon drums


